Controlled Clinical Trial

Purpose:
The main purpose of this study is to show how herbal medicines and traditional medications together decrease a patient’s depression.

Results:
Clinical Significance - Yes, the use of herbal medications is still considered controversial, but this research shows the advantages to using herbal medicine on depression. This study proved clinical significance because there were fewer side effects associated with the combination of herbal medicine and traditional. The only way it is not considered clinically significant is if the herbal medicine is used alone without traditional medications.

Statistical Significance - Yes, the results were statistically significant in showing how depression decreases with the use of herbal medications. The results of the combination of conventional and herbal medication showed greater significant results (P=0.482) than the conventional medications alone (P=0.242). Also, the length of stay between the two groups were very similar (P=0.969) which was determine by the Survival Analysis.

Strength of the Study:
Level of the Study: 2
Quality of the Study: Good

Implications to Practice:
The evidence shows that using herbal medications in conjunction was tradition medications greatly decreases patient harm/risk, along with having better patient outcomes. Patients prefer medication that is going to be healthier for them, and many patients prefer to use natural remedies instead of pharmacologic interventions.

Recommendation for practice change:
It is recommended that patients use herbal medications accompanied with pharmacologic interventions. This is a healthier alternative, along with being a more effective way of treatment. Research shows which herbal medications are most effective for depression. Herbal medications should not be used without the accompaniment of pharmacologic interventions due to a lack of effectiveness.
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Meta Analysis/ Systematic Review

Purpose:
The goal of the Meta Analysis/Systematic Review study was to identify the effects of herbal medicine for patients with depression.

Sample:
The study included a sample of one hundred articles including thirty-eight herbal medications.

Results:
Significance - The results of the study show a positive effectiveness of herbal medicine as a treatment of depression with minimal side effects. Overall, 45% of the studies reported that herbal medicine was effective at treating depression with minimal side effects compared to traditional depression medicine.

Strength of the Study:
Level of Study: Level 1
Quality of Study: Good

Implications to Practice:
In patients that suffer from depression, what is the effect of using herbal medications in comparison with traditional medications, on decreasing depression?

Overview and Importance:
Millions of people are impacted by depression. Traditional depression medicines are costly, can cause unwanted side effects and need a prescription. Therefore, an alternative treatment should be available for the millions of people who experience depression.
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